Antioxidant activity of pomegranate juice reduces emphysematous changes and injury secondary to cigarette smoke in an animal model and human alveolar cells
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Background: Cigarette smoke (CS) increases oxidative stress (OS) in the lungs. Pomegranate juice (PJ) possesses potent antioxidant activities, attributed to its polyphenols. This study investigates the effects of PJ on the damaging effects of CS in an animal model and on cultured human alveolar cells (A549).

Methods: Male C57BL/6J mice were divided into the following groups: Control, CS, CS + PJ, and PJ. Acute CS exposure was for 3 days, while chronic exposure was for 1 and 3 months (5 days of exposure/week). PJ groups received daily 80 μmol/kg via bottle, while other groups received distilled water. At the end of the experiments, different parameters were studied: 1) expression levels of inflammatory markers, 2) apoptosis, 3) OS, and 4) histopathological changes. In vitro, A549 cells were pretreated for 48 hours with either PJ (0.5 μM) or vehicle. Cells were then exposed to increasing concentrations of CS extracted from collected filters. Cell viability was assessed by counting of live and dead cells with trypan blue staining.

Results: Acutely, a significant increase in interleukin (IL)-1β, IL-6, and tumor necrosis factor (TNF)-α expression, apoptosis, and OS was noted in CS when compared to Control. PJ significantly attenuated the expression of inflammatory mediators, apoptosis, and OS. Chronically (at 1 and 3 months), increased expression of TNF-α was observed, and lung sections demonstrated emphysematous changes when compared to Control. PJ supplementation to CS animals attenuated the increased expression of TNF-α and normalized lung cytoarchitecture. At the cellular level, CS extract reduced cellular proliferation and triggered cellular death. Pretreatment with PJ attenuated the damaging effects of CS extract on cultured human alveolar cells.

Conclusion: The expression of inflammatory mediators associated with CS exposure and the emphysematous changes noted with chronic CS exposure were reduced with PJ supplementation. In vitro, PJ attenuated the damaging effects of CS extract on cultured human alveolar cells.
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Introduction

Cigarette smoke (CS) is a major risk factor for chronic bronchitis, asthma, and lung cancer. It also remains the main culprit in the pathogenesis of chronic obstructive pulmonary disease (COPD).1–3 CS exposure is known for tipping the oxidative balance in the respiratory system, culminating in an oxidative stress (OS) status.4 CS contains >5,000 different chemicals, many of which are oxidants. It is estimated that each puff may contain >1015 free radicals that deplete endogenous antioxidants and tilt the delicate balance in favor of an OS.4,6 Increased OS is well described in patients...
with COPD; increased levels of H$_2$O$_2$ and 8-isoprostanate were demonstrated in the exhaled breaths of COPD patients, and increased markers of OS were also present in lung cells of COPD patients. An increase in the levels of nitrotyrosine, an indicator of cellular damage secondary to free radicals, has also been noted in sputum leukocytes and lung tissue of COPD patients when compared to healthy subjects.

_Punica granatum_ L. (Punicaceae) is usually consumed as pomegranate juice (PJ). Polyphenols, present in PJ, possess potent antioxidants, which may contribute to its antiatherosclerotic and anti-inflammatory properties. Dietary supplementation of polyphenols may potentially play a therapeutic role in protecting against CS-induced OS. Polyphenols act as scavengers of oxygen radical and hydroxyl radical molecules and increase the levels of the antioxidant glutathione by the induction of glutamate cysteine ligase. The combination of polyphenols with other phytochemicals such as ellagic acid synergistically enhances the superior antioxidant properties of PJ. In addition, there is the added benefit of the anti-inflammatory properties of polyphenols due to the inhibition of nuclear factor kappa B (NF-kB) expression/activation, interleukin (IL)-8 release, cyclooxygenase-2, and heme oxygenase-1.

This study examined whether supplementation of PJ attenuates the damaging effects of acute and chronic CS exposure both in the lungs of an animal model and at the cellular level.

**Methods**

**In vivo study**

The Institutional Animal Care and Use Committee of the American University of Beirut approved this study. Four-month-old adult male C57BL/6J mice (22–25 g body weight) were subjected to a 12-hour dark/light cycle. Temperatures of the room and chambers were maintained at 22°C–24°C, and animals were allowed unlimited access to water and standard rodent chow except when animals were placed in the exposure apparatus. The CS exposure apparatus (ONARES; CH Technologies, Westwood, NJ, USA) consisted of a smoke generator, mixing/conditioning chamber, and a 12-port “nose–only” rodent exposure carousel. One port of the carousel was dedicated for sampling analysis and the remaining eleven ports were used for animal exposure. Animals were divided into four groups: Control, CS, CS + PJ, and PJ. Each group consisted of eleven animals, and all animals were acclimated to retainers for 1 week before initiating exposure to laboratory air or CS. Mice were then positioned in retainers and placed into the holes of the carousel. Animals received a continuous flow of CS or room air into the airways via the “nose–only” delivery system. CS was generated from 3R4F cigarettes (University of Kentucky, Lexington, KY, USA) with 0.9 mg total particulate matter (TPM), 9.4 mg tar, and 0.726 mg nicotine per cigarette. As described previously, the machine was set at one puff every minute, with duration of 2 seconds per puff and a volume of 35 mL per puff.

The sampling system consisted of a vacuum pump attached to one port of the carousel, which drew the diluted aerosol at 1 L/min (controlled by a critical orifice) through a 47 mm fiberglass filter disk (CH Technologies). Filters were replaced every 30 minutes. The TPM per cubic meter (ΔW) was determined gravimetrically by weighing each filter before CS exposure using an analytical balance. TPM concentration was calculated by dividing ΔW over the time and air sampling rate (1 L/min).

The study was performed at three different time points. The acute exposure time setup was deduced from the literature and was set for 3 consecutive days. Animals were exposed to CS or laboratory air twice daily (9 am and 2 pm) for 3 hours each. The calculated TPM for the acute exposure was approximately 100 TPM/m$^3$. The chronic exposure setup consisted of two time points (1 and 3 months). Animals were exposed for two sessions of CS (9 am and 2 pm) per day for 5 days/week. Each session, however, lasted for 1 hour and the calculated TPM was approximately 100 TPM/m$^3$.

At the conclusion of the experiment, animals were anesthetized and exsanguinated by severing the aorta. The diaphragm was dissected to allow free lung expansion. The lower lobe of left lung was excised for pulmonary water content evaluation. The left upper lobe was fixed in formalin for terminal deoxynucleotidyl transferase-mediated dUTP nick-end labeling (TUNEL) assay, OS measurements, and pathology examination. The remaining right lung lobes were frozen for RNA extraction.

**Pomegranate juice (PJ) processing and administration**

PJ concentrate (Wonderful variety; POM Wonderful, Los Angeles, CA, USA), utilized in this study, was administered via bottle to the CS + PJ and PJ groups. PJ was initiated 1 week before CS or room air exposure and was maintained throughout the experiment. Animals received 80 μmol/kg/day of PJ, while the Control and CS groups received free water. The dose of PJ supplementation was deduced from previous studies.

**Wet-to-dry lung weight**

The left lower lobe was weighed and then placed in a 95°C oven to dry for 2 days. The dry tissue was weighed, and the wet-to-dry (W/D) ratio was then calculated.
Transcription expression of IL-1, IL-6, and tumor necrosis factor-α
Changes in the inflammatory mediators’ transcriptional levels were assessed using the reverse transcriptase–polymerase chain reaction (PCR) method. RNA was extracted using the TRIzol method (Invitrogen, Carlsbad, CA, USA) as described before. Briefly, 1 mL of TRIzol reagent was used per 50–100 mg of tissue sample, followed by chloroform extraction. RNA samples were precipitated and stored at −80°C. RNA was quantified using the 260/280 nm absorbance ratio method. Total RNA (5 μg) was reverse-transcribed into first-strand complementary DNA (cDNA). Real-time-PCR was performed using the iCycler (Bio-Rad Laboratories, Hercules, CA, USA) with SYBR Green. Specific primers (Tib-Molbiol, Berlin, Germany) were used to assess the expression of the inflammatory mediators in these tissues (IL-1β: Forward CACCTCTCAAGCAGGCA-CAG, Reverse GGCTCCATGTGAAGTCAAC; IL-6: Forward TCCTACCCCAACTTCCAATGCTC, Reverse TTGGATGGTGTCCTTCTAGCC; tumor necrosis factor-α [TNF-α]: Forward AATGGGCTCCTCTCTCAT-CAGTTC, Reverse TCTGCTTGGTGGTTTGCTACGAC). PCR products and their corresponding melting temperatures were analyzed using the iQ5 Optical System Software (Bio-Rad Laboratories). Correction for loading was achieved by subtracting for local background and normalizing against the cDNA levels of the glyceraldehyde-3-phosphate dehydrogenase (GAPDH) housekeeping gene (GAPDH: Forward GTATTGGGCCCGCTGGTACC, Reverse CGCTCCTGGGAAGATGGTATGG).

Assessment of oxidative stress
Dihydroethidium (DHE) (Molecular Probes; Thermo Fisher Scientific, Waltham, MA, USA) (10 μmol/L dissolved in dimethyl sulfoxide) was applied to lung sections and incubated in a light-protected humidified chamber at 37°C for 15 minutes. Fluorescent images of ethidium-stained tissue were scanned for signal with a scanning confocal microscope (Zeiss, Oberkochen, Germany). Ethidium bromide was excited at 488 nm and emission fluorescence was detected at 560 nm.

Assessment of apoptosis
TUNEL assay was used to monitor the extent of DNA fragmentation. Fluorescein-conjugated dUTP incorporated in nucleotide polymers was detected and analyzed using fluorescence microscopy (LSM 410; Zeiss). Positive and negative controls were used to verify the specificity of the TUNEL assay. TUNEL-positive nuclei were distinguished from the TUNEL-negative nuclei by counterstaining with Hoechst 33258.

Lung histology
The upper lobe of the left lung was fixed in 10% buffered formalin, embedded in paraffin, serially sectioned, and stained with hematoxylin and eosin (H&E). A board-certified pathologist, blinded to the different animal groups, evaluated the histopathologic findings under light microscopy (Axio Observer; Zeiss) and determined the degree of lung injury based on degree of inflammatory cell infiltration, alveolar edema, and emphysema.

Quantification of emphysema
Pulmonary mean linear intercept (Lm), an indicator of air space size, was calculated for each sample based on random fields observed at a total magnification of ×200 using a crossline. The total length of the crossline divided by the number of the alveolar walls intersecting the test lines was defined as Lm.

In vitro study
Preparation of CS extract
CS extract (CSE) was obtained from filters collected during the animal studies. On the basis of the weight of the TPM collected by the filter, Dulbecco’s Modified Eagle’s Medium (DMEM) incomplete medium was added to yield a final concentration of 10 mg/mL. All recovered media were then mixed together and sterilized using 0.22 μm filters (Costar; Corning, NY, USA).

Cell culture
A549 cells were grown in DMEM high glucose (4.5 g/L) culture media and supplemented with penicillin-G 100 U/mL, streptomycin 100 μg/mL (Gibco-BRL, Paisley, UK), and 10% fetal bovine serum (Sigma-Aldrich Co, St Louis, MO, USA). Cells were seeded in 24-well plates at a density of 60,000 cells per well. Cells receiving PJ supplementation were incubated with 0.5 μM of PJ for 48 hours before exposure to CSE or placebo sterile water. Exposure to CSE for 24 hours was initiated by mixing CSE (which was prepared as stock solutions at concentration of 10 mg/mL) and complete media to the desired final concentration (0.5, 1, 2, 4, and 8 mg/mL). Images were then taken using a light microscope (Axio Observer; Zeiss). Cells were then counted using trypan blue dye to differentiate between dead and live cells. The Institutional Review Board of the American University of Beirut did not require approval be sought for the use of the cell lines in this study, as they are available commercially.

Measurement of ROS
A549 cells were seeded in 24-well plates containing cover slips at a density of 60,000 cells per well. Cells receiving...
PJ supplementation were incubated with 0.5 μM of PJ for 48 hours before exposure to CSE or placebo sterile water. CSE stock solutions were prepared at a concentration of 10 mg/mL and exposure to CSE for 24 hours was initiated by mixing CSE and complete media to the desired final concentration (0.5, 1, 2, 4, and 8 mg/mL). Cells were then washed with 1× phosphate-buffered saline, pH = 7.4. Cells were incubated with 300 μL of DHE (10 μmol/L dissolved in dimethyl sulfoxide and incubated in light-protected humidified chamber at 37°C) for 15 minutes. DHE was then removed and 4% formaldehyde was added for 30 minutes. The cover slips were then mounted on glass slides using ProLong Antifade. Images were taken using a laser scanning confocal microscope (LSM-710; Zeiss).

Results

Acute CS exposure

There was no significant change in the weight of animals between the different groups throughout the different experiments (acute and chronic). There was no difference in W/D ratio, the expression of inflammatory mediators, apoptotic activity, or OS between Control and PJ. A statistically significant increase in mean W/D in CS was noted when compared to Control ($P=1.1 \times 10^{-7}$). PJ supplementation attenuated the increase in W/D observed in CS ($P=1 \times 10^{-6}$) (Figure 1A).

The expression of IL-6, IL-1β, and TNF-α was significantly increased in CS when compared to Control ($P=0.04$, 0.01, and 0.004, respectively) and PJ supplementation to CS

![Figure 1 Wet-to-dry ratio (W/D) and expression of inflammatory mediators after acute exposure to CS.](image)

**Notes:** Mean W/D (A), transcriptional expression of IL-1β (B), IL-6 (C), and TNF-α (D) of Control, acute CS exposure (CS), CS + PJ, and PJ. Error bars represent SE. Asterisks indicate statistically significant associations ($P<0.05$).

**Abbreviations:** CS, cigarette smoke; IL, interleukin; PJ, pomegranate juice; SE, standard error; TNF, tumor necrosis factor.
animals significantly reduced the expression of inflammatory mediators noted in CS (Figure 1B–D). The lungs of CS animals demonstrated a significant increase in OS and in the number of TUNEL-positive apoptotic nuclei when compared to Control (Figure 2A and B). Again, PJ supplementation significantly attenuated the increased OS and apoptotic activity noted in CS.

H&E staining of lung sections of CS animals revealed the increased presence of inflammatory cells (macrophages and lymphocytes) across the bronchioles and in lung parenchyma. Edematous and thickened alveolar walls were also observed. CS animals treated with PJ displayed normal alveolar structure with minimal infiltration of inflammatory cells and swelling of the alveoli (Figure 3).

One-month CS exposure
After 1 month of CS exposure, only TNF-α demonstrated persistent increased expression in CS when compared to Control ($P=0.04$) (Figure 4A). PJ supplementation in the CS + PJ group normalized the increased expression of TNF-α observed in CS. Histologically, subtle changes suggestive of early enlargement of the airspaces, accompanied with limited destruction of the normal alveolar architecture (increases of airspace enlargement), were noted in CS. In contrast, CS treated with PJ displayed normal alveolar structure (Figure 5).

Three-month CS exposure
Similar to the results of 1-month CS exposure, increased expression of TNF-α was also observed in CS, which was attenuated with PJ supplementation ($P=0.001$) (Figure 4B). Histological evaluation after 3 months of CS, however, revealed significant emphysematous changes with enlargement of the airspaces, accompanied by the destruction of the normal alveolar architecture in CS (Figure 6). Linear intercept data confirmed the significant increase in airspace size in CS lungs compared to Control lungs ($P<0.0001$). Chronic supplementation with PJ reversed the emphysematous changes noted histologically and attenuated the increase in Lm distance observed in the CS group ($P<0.0001$).

In vitro study
CSE reduced cellular proliferation, when compared to Control, in a dose-dependent manner. At 2 mg/mL of CSE exposure, cellular proliferation was completely arrested and cellular death was observed. Human alveolar cells, pretreated with PJ at a dose of 0.5 μM, demonstrated significant resistance to the effects of CSE and shifted cellular inhibition and death to higher doses of CSE. Arrest of cellular growth and cellular death were seen in CSE-only exposure at 2 mg/mL of CSE, whereas cellular proliferation was nearly unaffected and cells appeared healthy in PJ + CSE at the same concentration.

![Figure 2](https://www.dovepress.com/)

**Figure 2** PJ attenuates CS-induced ROS formation and apoptosis.

**Notes:** All images captured using 20× objective. (A) ROS detection in lung tissues after acute CS exposure. 5 μm thick sections mounted on microscope slides were incubated with DHE. ROS levels were induced after CS and were attenuated in CS + PJ group. (B) Apoptosis assessment after acute CS exposure. TUNEL and Hoechst staining of lung demonstrated an increase in apoptotic activity in CS, which was significantly reduced in CS + PJ.

**Abbreviations:** CS, cigarette smoke; DHE, dihydroethidium; PJ, pomegranate juice; ROS, reactive oxygen species; TUNEL, terminal deoxynucleotidyl transferase-mediated dUTP nick-end labeling.
Figure 3 H&E examination under light microscopy (original magnification: ×100).

Notes: (A) H&E of normal lung showing thin interstitial alveolar wall and capillary vessels. Rare inflammatory cells are noted. (B) PJ lung tissue demonstrating normal lung architecture similar to that in A. (C) After acute CS exposure, note thickening of the interstitial wall, capillary congestion, and infiltration by inflammatory cells (arrows). (D) When compared to Control, CS + PJ-treated animals demonstrated remarkable reduction in inflammatory cell migration, alveolar wall thickening, and capillary congestion.

Abbreviations: CS, cigarette smoke; H&E, hematoxylin and eosin; PJ, pomegranate juice.

Figure 4 Mean transcriptional expression of TNF-α after chronic exposure.

Notes: Significantly increased levels of TNF-α were observed in CS animals at 1 month (A) and 3 months (B) of CS. The increased levels of TNF-α were significantly attenuated with PJ supplementation. Error bars represent SE. Asterisks indicate statistically significant associations (P<0.05).

Abbreviations: CS, cigarette smoke; PJ, pomegranate juice; SE, standard error; TNF, tumor necrosis factor.
Pomegranate juice reduces cigarette induced emphysema and alveolar injury

Figure 5 H&E examination under light microscopy at 1 month (original magnifications: ×20). 
Notes: Normal lung architecture observed in Control (A) and PJ (B). (C) After 1 month of CS exposure, destruction of the alveolar architecture with distension of the alveolar sacs (arrows). (D) CS + PJ-treated animals demonstrate minimal damage to the lung parenchyma and preservation of pulmonary alveoli.
Abbreviations: CS, cigarette smoke; H&E, hematoxylin and eosin; PJ, pomegranate juice.

Figure 6 H&E examination under light microscopy at 3 months (original magnification: ×20).
Notes: Normal mouse lung architecture in Control (A) and PJ (B). (C) After 3 months of CS exposure, extensive destruction of the alveolar architecture with distension of the alveolar sacs (arrows). (D) PJ supplementation in CS + PJ limited the damage observed in the lungs of CS-exposed animals.
Abbreviations: CS, cigarette smoke; H&E, hematoxylin and eosin; PJ, pomegranate juice.
Similarly, a significant increase in OS in A549 cells was observed with increased concentrations of CSE. Again, PJ supplementation suppressed CS-induced reactive oxygen species (ROS) activity in A549 cells (Figure 8).

**Discussion**

This study examined the damaging effects of CS in an animal model at different time points (acute and chronic) and in human alveolar cells. The “nose–only” delivery system, utilized in the animal study, delivered CS directly into the airways in a continuous, precise, and timely manner. This eliminated inconsistent CS exposure associated with whole-body exposure. As such, accelerated lung injury and early emphysematous changes were observed after 1 month of CS exposure. Acute CS exposure was associated with a significant increase in W/D ratio, OS, cellular death, and a surge in inflammatory mediators, in association with infiltration by inflammatory cells. After 1 or 3 months of CS exposure, only the expression of TNF-α remained persistently elevated, and emphysematous changes with loss of alveolar sacs were noted at 1 month but were clearly evident at 3 months. The findings of persistent increased expression of TNF-α are

![Figure 7: Cellular morphology examination under light microscopy (original magnification: ×20).](image)

**Notes:** Changes in cellular morphology were observed with increasing concentrations of CS extract. Cell shrinkage, rounding, and vacuoles were observed with CSE of concentrations ≥1 mg/mL.

**Abbreviations:** CS, cigarette smoke; CSE, CS extract; PJ, pomegranate juice.
consistent with the detrimental role of TNF-α in CS. TNF-α is known to prime neutrophils, on exposure to CS, resulting in an increase in its oxidative burst expression, leading to augmented lung damage. In mouse animal models similar to our model, TNF-α was noted to be central in CS-induced loss of alveoli and emphysema. At the cellular level, CSE, in a dose-dependent manner, inhibited cellular growth and induced cellular death of human alveolar cell cultures.

The study then examined the role of antioxidants in attenuating lung injury secondary to CS. This role is questioned due to recent conflicting, and rather disappointing, animal and human studies that described limited – and possibly adverse – effects associated with exogenous antioxidant supplementation. Excessive administration of antioxidants suppresses total endogenous ROS formation and diminishes the capability of the recipient to kill bacteria and eliminate damaged or precancerous cells. The results of this study supported the role of pomegranate as a powerful antioxidant in protecting the lungs from CS exposure. In vivo, PJ reversed and attenuated all the damaging effects of CS. Acutely, PJ supplementation attenuated the increase in W/D ratio, OS, apoptosis, and the surge of all inflammatory

Figure 8 CSE-induced oxidative stress in A549 cells.

Notes: All images captured using 20× objective. Fluorescent images of CS and CS + PJ-treated A549 cells stained with DHE dye. H₂O₂-treated cells were included as positive control. Oxidative stress in A549 cells treated with smoke extract increased with increased concentrations of CS extract. PJ attenuated CS-induced ROS status in A549 cells.

Abbreviations: CS, cigarette smoke; CSE, CS extract; DHE, dihydroethidium; PJ, pomegranate juice; ROS, reactive oxygen species.
mediators associated with CS. Chronically, PJ attenuated the elevated expression of TNF-α and the emphysematous changes observed histologically with the increase in airspaces and the loss of alveoli. Finally, at the cellular level, PJ created significant resistance to the effects of CSE and higher doses of CSE concentration were needed to elicit similar results as in CSE-only cell cultures.

The success in achieving therapeutic outcomes with antioxidant supplementation is dependent on the choice, the dose of the antioxidant, and the timing of administration. PJ, utilized in this study, is an important source of powerful antioxidants that include anthocyanins, pelargonidin, and polyphenols. PJ possesses the added value of anti-inflammatory properties as well. As for the precise dose of daily PJ supplementation, based on previous studies, the daily dose of PJ was set at 80 μmol/kg/day. Finally, the timing of administration is vital. In this study, PJ supplementation was initiated 1 week before the exposure to CS, priming animals with supplementary antioxidants needed to neutralize ROS generated from CS.

Emphysema is the hallmark of CS-induced lung injury. This study demonstrated the favorable effects of antioxidant supplementation, represented by PJ, in limiting the damaging effects of CS and preventing the formation of emphysematous changes in the lung in an animal model. Further animal and human studies are needed to explore the beneficial role of antioxidants, with clear emphasis on the design of the study, and these need to precisely determine the dosing and timing of antioxidant administration in order to elicit a positive protective effect.
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